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Abstract

Background In Gram-negative bacteria, Type Va and Vc autotransporters are pro-

teins that contain both a secreted virulence factor (the “passenger” domain) and a β-

barrel that aids its export. While it is known that the folding and insertion of the β-barrel

domain utilizes the β-barrel assembly machinery (BAM) complex, how the passenger

domain is secreted and folded across the membrane remains to be determined. The

hairpin model states that passenger domain secretion occurs independently through

the fully-formed and membrane-inserted β-barrel domain via a hairpin folding inter-

mediate. In contrast, the BamA-assisted model states that the passenger domain is

secreted through a hybrid of BamA, the essential subunit of the BAM complex, and

the β-barrel domain of the autotransporter.

Methods To ascertain the models’ plausibility, we have used molecular dynamics to

simulate passenger domain secretion for two autotransporters, EspP and YadA.

Results We observed that each protein’s β-barrel is unable to accommodate the se-

creting passenger domain in a hairpin configuration without major structural distor-

tions. Additionally, the force required for secretion through EspP’s β-barrel is more

than that through the BamA β-barrel.

Conclusions Secretion of autotransporters most likely occurs through an incom-

pletely formed β-barrel domain of the autotransporter in conjunction with BamA.

General significance Secretion of virulence factors is a process used by practically

all pathogenic Gram-negative bacteria. Understanding this process is a necessary

step towards limiting their infectious capacity.

Keywords: autotransporters; secretion systems; membrane proteins; molecular dy-

namics
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Introduction

Many, if not all, pathogenic Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria use surface-localized

virulence factors to infect and/or undermine the host immune system. One of the ways

that Gram-negative bacteria export these virulence factors is via the type V secretion sys-

tem, also known as autotransporters [1]. Two sub-types, type Va and Vc, are composed

of an N-terminal passenger domain (which usually contains the virulence factor [2]) and

a C-terminal β-barrel translocon [3–8]. Some autotransporters contain an α-helical linker

which connects the β-barrel to its passenger domain [3, 5, 6, 9]. The name autotrans-

porter originally comes from the understanding that they require no accessory factors nor

external energy to secrete across the outer membrane [10, 11], although more recently it

has been recognized that insertion of the β-barrel translocon is mediated by the β-barrel

assembly machinery (BAM) complex [12, 13].

After secretion across the inner membrane in the unfolded form [14], autotransporters

are guided by chaperone proteins [15, 16] in the periplasm to the BAM complex, which

assists their insertion into the outer membrane [17–21]. How the passenger domain is

exported, however, is still not well understood, mainly due to the lack of traditional en-

ergy sources, i.e. ATP and ion gradients, in the periplasm [22]. One hypothesis is that

passenger domain folding on the extracellular side provides the energy for secretion in a

manner akin to a “Brownian ratchet” [23, 24]. Based on this evidence, there are two lead-

ing models for passenger domain secretion: the hairpin model and the BamA-assisted

model [25]. The hairpin model states that the passenger domain is exported through its

own β-barrel domain via a hairpin intermediate without assistance from other proteins. In

contrast, the BamA-assisted model states that the β-barrel domain stays in conjunction

with the BAM complex while the passenger domain is secreted through a hybrid pore

composed of BamA and its own β-barrel domain [26, 27]. Experimental evidence sup-

porting the latter model includes the observed association of BamA with stalled secretion

intermediates [20, 28].

Here, we test the validity of the two models using molecular dynamics simulations for

two types of autotransporters, type Va (classical autotransporters) and type Vc (trimeric
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autotransporters). We use EspP as an example of a type Va classical autotransporter

[12, 29], and YadA as an example of a type Vc trimeric autotransporter adhesin [30].

EspP is a member of the serine protease autotransporter of Enterobacteriaceae (SPATE)

family [31]. As a classical autotransporter, it is composed of a monomeric N-terminal

passenger domain, a 12-stranded C-terminal β-barrel translocon, and an α-helical linker

that gets cleaved after secretion, releasing the passenger domain from the cell surface

via an autoproteolytic reaction [32]. Its cleavable α-linker region connecting the passen-

ger domain and translocon has been found to be necessary for folding and stability of the

β-barrel translocon [3, 33, 34]. EspP’s known virulence functions include biofilm formation

and cell adhesion [35]. It has been implicated in several diseases and symptoms, includ-

ing diarrhea and inflammation [29, 36]. Its possible use as a vaccine against Shiga toxins

has also been explored [37, 38].

YadA is a trimeric autotransporter adhesin (TAA) from the family of type Vc autotrans-

porters [30]. It is expressed by both Yersinia enterocolitica and Yersinia pseudotuberculo-

sis [39] and is present in Yersinia pestis with a frameshift mutation [40]. It mainly functions

as an adhesin, although it also has been reported to act as an invasin in Y. pseudotuber-

culosis [41]. The passenger domain is an N-terminal trimeric β-roll, connected to the TM

domain via a trimeric coiled-coil stalk [42, 43] and its transmembrane β-barrel domain

is 12-stranded, with each YadA monomer contributing four β-strands. The structure of a

shortened construct of YadA containing the β-barrel and part of the stalk, called YadA-M,

has been resolved using solid-state NMR [44–46]. In this structure, a region in the coiled-

coiled domain consisting of small residues, termed the ASSA region, was identified that

exhibited low structural propensity and predicted increased dynamics. Later functional

studies showed that mutating the first alanine of this linker region to a proline stalls pas-

senger domain secretion [47]. This finding is similar to earlier studies, which showed that

secretion can be stalled or inhibited by mutation of a conserved glycine residue [48], and

the corresponding residue in Hia forms an stabilizing interaction between the α-helix and

β-sheet [49]. Additionally, an arginine residue in the C-terminal β-barrel plays a role in

preventing the misfolding of the passenger domain [50, 51].

We used previous experimental evidence for the formation of a passenger domain
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hairpin intermediate to first address whether this intermediate could be accommodated

by the fully-formed β-barrel domains of these two autotransporters. Our simulation re-

sults indicate that while this is possible, major structural distortions of the β-barrel domain

would need to occur for passenger domain secretion. We next tested passenger domain

transport through the BamA β-barrel via steered molecular dynamics, where we found

the forces required for transport are lower than those required for transport through the

autotransporter β-barrel domains alone. We therefore propose that passenger domain se-

cretion likely occurs before the autotransporter β-barrel is fully folded and passes through

an asymmetric hybrid barrel as recently proposed [52].

Methods

Molecular Dynamics (MD)

All-atom MD simulations were performed using NAMD 2.11 [53] and the CHARMM36m

[54, 55] force field parameters for proteins and lipids with the TIP3P-CHARMM water

model [56]. All simulations were performed under periodic boundary conditions with a

cutoff at 12 Å for short-range electrostatic and Lennard-Jones interactions and a force-

based switching function starting at 10 Å. The particle-mesh Ewald method [57] with a

grid spacing of 1 Å was used for long-range electrostatic interaction calculations. Bonds

between a heavy atom and a hydrogen atom were maintained to be rigid, while all other

bonds remain flexible. Unless otherwise stated, each system was equilibrated for 250 ns

under an isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT) at 310 K and 1 bar, with a timestep of 2 fs.

A Langevin thermostat with a damping coefficient of 1 ps−1 was used for temperature

control and a Langevin piston with a period of 0.1 ps and decay of 0.05 ps was used for

pressure control. The production run of each system was run three times, in order to

check the reproducibility of our simulations [58]. VMD was used for all visualization [59].

The total simulation time was around 6 µs.
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System Generation

All systems were generated using CHARMM-GUI [60, 61], with the lipid compositions as

listed in Supplementary Tables S1 and S2. For the YadA systems, in order to simulate in

a native-like environment, the lipid composition was chosen based on previous studies of

Y. pestis [62, 63]. For EspP, the system was constructed using an asymmetric outer mem-

brane with LPS from E.coli K12 and 15:4:1 ratio of DPPE, PVPG and PVCL2 as used in

previous studies [64, 65]. The systems generated by CHARMM-GUI were prepared for

equilibration using the following steps for 1 ns each: 1) minimization for 10,000 steps, 2)

melting of lipid tails, 3) restraining only the protein, and 4) restraining the protein back-

bone. For the EspP hairpin system, an additional step was used to restrain the backbone

of the β-barrel after restraining only the protein backbone for 1 ns. For the YadA hair-

pin system, the backbone was restrained for 10 ns instead of 1 ns. Any mutations were

performed before removing the restraint in protein backbone. For the elongated hairpin

system, post sidechain or hairpin relaxation systems were used as a starting point. The

hairpin and elongated hairpin systems were constructed by creating a linear amino acid

chain based on their respective sequences using the Molefacture plugin of VMD, followed

by additional solvation and ionization. For BamA-EspP system, the passenger domain

of EspP was stretched and positioned through an opening in the lumen of the BamA

β-barrel.

Steered Molecular Dynamics (SMD)

Steered molecular dynamics simulations were run using the collective variables module

(colvars) [66]. In order to simulate the secretion of the hairpin using the elongated hairpin

systems, a Cα atom of the passenger domain was pulled upwards (+z direction) along the

membrane normal in a piece-wise fashion. Specifically, for hairpin systems, the Cα atom

of the passenger domain closest to the top of the β-barrel along the membrane normal

was pulled until it became the highest Cα atom of the hairpin. For BamA systems, the

Cα atom of the passenger domain was pulled through the lumen of the BamA β-barrel.

The pulling rate was set to be 1 Å/ns, in accordance with a similar study [67]. The force
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constant was 10 kcal/mol/Å
2
. To hold the other side of the hairpin within the β-barrel,

two atoms of the hairpin were restrained with respect to the position of the β-barrel, the

Cα atom of the hairpin residues closest to the top of the β-barrel and to the bottom of

the β-barrel. For the YadA system, which is a trimeric structure, all three hairpins were

restrained. Each SMD simulation was run three times.

Results

The YadA β-barrel domain is unable to accommodate the passenger

domain as a hairpin intermediate

To test if the YadA β-barrel is large enough to accommodate the trimeric passenger do-

main in a hairpin conformation, we constructed a total of five YadA-M structures based

on its NMR structure [44, 45], which is a truncated construct composed of the β-barrel

domain and a partial segment of the α-helical passenger domain (PDB ID:2LME). These

five structures are (1) the wildtype structure (WT), (2) the linker region proline mutant

from Chauhan et al. [47] (A354P), (3-4) the hairpin structures based on the WT and mu-

tant structures (WThairpin and A354Phairpin, respectively), and (5) a β-barrel-only structure

(WTbarrel). WT and WThairpin structures are shown in Fig. 1. For hairpin systems, the

hairpin was constructed by stretching the linker and the passenger domain and placing

them as a hairpin structure inside the β-barrel. The membrane of all YadA systems has

a lipid composition based on Y. pestis with specific esters from Tornabene et al. [62] and

fatty acids from Whittaker et al. [63] (Supplementary Table S1). After equilibration, all

systems were simulated for the durations given in Table 1.

For both the WThairpin and A354Phairpin systems, the β-barrel expands dramatically at

the beginning of the production simulations compared to their non-hairpin counterparts

(Fig. 1). To quantify this, we measured the pore radius over the channel coordinate using

the program HOLE [68] (Fig. 2). While the pore radii of the WT replicas do not change

significantly over the duration of the simulation, those of the WThairpin replicas expand by

∼3−4 Å. Similarly, when the pore radii for the mutant systems were measured, only the
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Table 1: Simulation Details for YadA. All systems were constructed using the YadA-M

NMR structure PDB 2LME [45].

Structure Source System Size Runs

WT 2LME 73K atoms 250 ns x 3

A354P Based on PDB 2LME, ASSA to PSSA 74K atoms 250 ns x 3

WThairpin Based on PDB 2LME, Hairpin 84K atoms 100 ns x 3

A354Phairpin Based on Hairpin, ASSA to PSSA 84K atoms 100 ns x 3

WTbarrel Based on PDB 2LME, β-barrel Only 65K atoms 100 ns x 3

Figure 1: Comparison between the original

YadA-M (PDB: 2LME, [45]) structure (A) and the

generated hairpin intermediate (B). The hairpin

structure is constructed by stretching the linker

and the passenger domain. Lipopolysaccharides

in the outer leaflet are shown in pink (with sugar

groups in licorice, polar headgroups in light pink

and lipid tails in magenta). Phospholipids in the

inner leaflet are shown in blue (with lipid tails

in cyan and polar heads in dark blue). YadA β-

strands are semi-transparent to clearly show the

α-helical domain in panel A and the hairpin fold-

ing intermediate in panel B. The individual YadA

monomers are shown in green, orange, and grey.

hairpin structures exhibited β-barrel expansion (Fig. S1). The simulation snapshots show

that the YadA β-barrel with three hairpins inside cannot be fully folded. This result agrees
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with previous experimental evidence, which indicated that the β-barrel domain of TAAs

may not be fully folded during secretion [47, 69]. Our results suggest that the β-barrel

maintains its partially folded form either during or after BAM assembly until the entire

passenger domain is secreted.

Figure 2: Passenger domain hairpin folding intermediates result in β-barrel expansion during equi-

libration. (A) Channel coordinate vs. pore radius for the original structures and the hairpin struc-

tures in three different replicas. The dotted lines on the top and the bottom indicate the top and

bottom positions of the β-barrel. The blue line is a channel profile for the crystal structure, and

the red line is at the end of the simulation. (B) Channel coordinate position relative to the β-barrel

of YadA. Throughout the 250 ns simulation, the pore radii of the WT replicas remain relatively

unchanged, while those of the WThairpin replicas expand by 3 to 4 Å.

In an attempt to provide experimental evidence on whether YadA β-barrel expansion

is required for passenger domain transport, we constructed four double-cysteine mutants

that could form either intra- or inter-monomer disulfide bonds to prevent potential expan-

sion during passenger domain export. Unfortunately, these double-cysteine mutants did

not present in the bacterial membrane, despite the addition of TCEP to the growth media,

or the use of a DegP deficient E. coli strain for expression (Fig. S3 [70]).
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A proline mutation in the YadA linker region drives the α-helices apart

Chauhan et al. recently demonstrated that the mutation of Ala354 to a proline in a con-

served ASSA motif mostly inhibits passenger domain secretion [47]. In order to investi-

gate the possible structural effect of the A354P mutation on YadA, we first used steered

molecular dynamics (SMD) to pull one of the three passenger domain hairpins through

the β-barrel (Table 2). The force required to pull the hairpin through the β-barrel over time

was then compared between the WThairpin systems and A354Phairpin systems over three

replicas. While the force was slightly lower for the A354Phairpin system compared to that

of the WThairpin system, it was not statistically significant over most of the pulled distance

(Fig. S4).

To determine if the mutation alters the structure of YadA, we ran equilibrium simula-

tions of the WT and A354P forms of the YadA-M structure (PDB 2LME [45]). YadA-M is a

construct in which the passenger domain is removed beyond three α-helical domains ex-

tending above the β-barrel, into the extracellular space. We measured the relative motion

of these three α-helical domains, quantified by the relative angles between their principal

axes (Fig. 3A). The helices remain relatively stable over the course of the simulation for

the WT systems (Fig. 3B and Fig. S2). However, all A354P system replicas show an in-

crease in the relative angle over time, indicating that the helical regions are driven apart.

Specifically, the helices of WT systems maintain relative helical angles under 15°, while

the helices of mutant systems go over 15°. The averages of the relative helical angles for

the last 50 ns for both WT and A354P systems make the difference more apparent. For

WT systems, the average is 11° while for A354P systems, it is 20°. Combined with the

result from the secretion and YadA-M simulations, we conclude that although the secre-

tion of a single passenger domain is easier with the proline mutation, it actually hinders

the formation of the trimeric structure of the passenger domain, effectively stalling the full

secretion. This is also supported by the result of Chauhan et al., showing that the majority

of WT secretes all three helices, while A354P secretion is mostly blocked; when helices

do secrete, it is typically only one or two [47].
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Table 2: Simulation Details for Hairpin Secretions

Structure Source System Size Runs

WThairpin PDB ID: 2LME [45] 134K atoms 274 ns,

275 ns,

296 ns

A354Phairpin Based on WThairpin,

A354P

135K atoms 278 ns,

335 ns,

290 ns

Linker-

stretched

PDB ID: 3SLJ [9]. Linker

and passenger domain

stretched

179K atoms 493 ns,

378 ns,

237 ns

Linker-helix PDB ID: 3SLJ [9]. Only

passenger domain

stretched

177K atoms 369 ns,

297 ns,

241 ns

EspP β-barrel is not large enough to secrete the passenger domain

in a hairpin conformation

For TAAs, we showed that the β-barrel would need to expand/distort to the point of rup-

turing the β-barrel in order for all three α-helices of the passenger domain to be exported

in a hairpin conformation simultaneously [47, 71] (Figs. 1 and 2). However, monomeric

autotransporters only need to export one hairpin through the β-barrel during secretion.

Therefore, we examined whether the EspP β-barrel is large enough to accommodate the

hairpin structure during secretion. Another difference between YadA and EspP is that the

linker region of EspP is folded into an α-helical structure in its fully secreted state. To

investigate the role of this short α-helical linker region (residue 1024 to 1030) of EspP, we

have constructed two different hairpin structures of EspP (based on PDB ID: 3SLJ [9]):

1) a hairpin structure with the linker and passenger domain stretched (linker-stretched),

2) that with only passenger domain stretched (linker-helix); both systems are shown in

Fig. 4. SMD was used to induce secretion for three runs over 250-500 ns each (Table
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Figure 3: The A354P mutation drives the YadA helices apart. (A) How the relative angles were

measured. First, the principal axes of the Cα atoms of the helices are calculated (as represented

by purple and cyan arrows). Then, the angle between the principal axes is measured. A larger

angle indicates a greater separation of the helices. The Cα atoms of A354 are indicated in red. (B)

Average of relative angles formed between the principal axes of each helix pair. The data shown

are running averages taken over 10 ns. Black and red lines represent the WT and A354P, and the

error bars are represented in blue and green, respectively.

2). The force used to pull the passenger domain out of the β-barrel is comparable for

linker-stretched and linker-helix structures (Fig. S5). However, when the pore size of the

C-terminal β-barrel region was measured (Fig. 5A and B), a significant increase was ob-

served for two out of three replicas of the linker-helix structure, while the pore size of the

linker-stretched structure remained constant. We examined the trajectories and discov-

ered that, in the initial 50 ns of the simulation, the pre-folded linker region actually unfolds

on its own in the replica in which the β-barrel did not expand, while the β-barrel is dis-

rupted in the other two replicas. Specifically, the β-barrel opens between the β5 strand

and β6 strand for both of these replicas (Fig. 5C). Once disrupted, the two β-strands do

not come back together for the rest of the simulations. These differences in β-barrel struc-

ture or the initial unfolding of the pre-folded linker region among three replicas imply that

the C-terminal β-barrel for EspP does not have enough space for both the folded linker
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region and the hairpin, although an unfolded hairpin can be accommodated.

The EspP passenger domain requires less force to secrete through

the BamA β-barrel than through the EspP β-barrel

Our results indicate that the EspP β-barrel is not large enough for passenger domain

secretion via a folded hairpin intermediate. We therefore wondered whether the secretion

through BamA is favored over secretion via an unfolded hairpin conformation in EspP

alone. We constructed and simulated a BamA-assisted model by placing the passenger

domain from inside the BamA β-barrel in an extended state, and pulling them through the

opening of the BamA β-barrel (PDB ID: 5D0O) [72]. The SMD simulations were run for

durations indicated in Table S3. The forces required to secrete the passenger domain

through the EspP β-barrel and the BamA β-barrel were compared. The force required to

pull the EspP passenger domain through the BamA β-barrel was lower than that for pulling

it through the EspP β-barrel over most of the pulled distance (Fig. 6, all replicas in Fig. S6).

To gain further insight into the causes of the large forces, we computed the electrostatic

and van der Waals interaction energies between the β-barrel and the passenger domain

over time. The results show that the passenger domain is less attracted to the BamA

β-barrel when compared to its native β-barrel, suggesting secretion through the BamA

β-barrel is easier (Fig. S7).

Discussion

In this study, we explored the plausibility of the hairpin model of passenger domain se-

cretion in autotransporters. MD simulations of two model autotransporters from the type

Va (EspP) and type Vc (YadA) families were performed. For each autotransporter, a hair-

pin model was constructed and simulated at equilibrium to judge their stability and with

steered MD to mimic secretion. Results for YadA (Figs. 1 and 2) show that to accom-

modate the passenger domain in the hairpin conformation, the β-barrel needs to expand,

partially disrupting it. While a disrupted β-barrel in the membrane seems unlikely, an
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Figure 4: Comparison between

the linker-stretched and linker-

helix structures. (A) EspP struc-

ture [9] with the hairpin (red) made

by stretching the linker and pas-

senger domain. (B) The same

structure but with only the pas-

senger domain stretched to make

a hairpin (red). Lipopolysac-

charides in the outer leaflet are

shown in pink (with sugar groups

in licorice, polar headgroups in

light pink and lipid tails in ma-

genta), and phospholipids in the

inner leaflet are shown in blue

(with lipid tails in cyan and po-

lar heads in dark blue). Some

β-strands are semi-transparent to

clearly show the differences be-

tween the hairpin domains.
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Figure 5: The linker-helix EspP structure either unfolds the linker region or disrupts its β-barrel

to secrete its passenger domain. (A) The EspP β-barrel pore sizes for both the linker-stretched

and linker-helix EspP structure for three different replicas. The black line represents the initial

pore size. The blue, red and orange lines represent the final pore size for each simulation. While

both the linker-stretched replicas and one linker-helix do not demonstrate a significant pore size

change over time, the other linker-helix replicas show pore expansion over time. (B) The channel

coordinate position relative to the EspP β-barrel. (C) The mid-secretion structures of linker-native

- 1 and linker-native - 2 (in red and in orange, respectively). In the initial 50 ns of simulation, linker-

native - 1 unfolds the folded linker region and preserves its β-barrel structure (red). Linker-native -

2 and linker-native - 3 keep its linker region folded while disrupting the β-barrel structure (orange).
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Figure 6: Comparison of force vs. time of

linker-stretched hairpin structure and BamA

β-barrel with EspP passenger domain. The

black line shows the average force vs. time

of the secretion of linker stretched hairpin

structure from three replicas and the green

line shows that of the BamA β-barrel with

the EspP passenger domain from three repli-

cas. Both lines are running average of the

raw data taken over 10 ns. The error bars for

linker-stretched hairpin structure and BamA

β-barrel with EspP passenger domain are

shown in blue and red, respectively.

incomplete trimeric structure has been observed in the periplasm for other trimeric auto-

transporters [69], suggesting that the partial β-barrel formation observed in this study may

be relevant in some contexts.

In experiments, the A354P mutation in YadA prevents secretion [47]. Chauhan et

al. [47] showed that A354P Yada-M has the same β-sheet content as YadA-M, is stable

under semi-native SDS-page conditions, and can be extracted and purified from the mem-

brane in the folded form. These results suggest that even without complete passenger

domain secretion, the YadA-M β-barrel is released from the BAM complex into the mem-

brane. Our equilibrium simulations of YadA-M structure (lacking the passenger domain)

show that the A354P mutation results in separation between the α-helical linkers (Fig. 3).

This separation would limit association of the three passenger domain monomers at the

extracellular surface, which we hypothesize is necessary to enforce secretion, similar to

the folding of passenger domains in monomeric autotransporters [24]. While we carried

out experiments attempting to capture intermediate states of the protein via cross-linking

of the β-strands, multiple YadA cysteine-constructs designed based on the simulations

were not found in the membrane, despite the use of reducing agents and a DegP-deletion
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Figure 7: Preferred model for passenger domain transport. A passenger domain hairpin intermedi-

ate forms in a hybrid BamA-AT β-barrel (left panel), and secretion of the passenger domain occurs

before the release and closure of the AT β-barrel domain to form the fully folded AT (right panel).

The BamA and AT β-barrels are semi-transparent to clearly show the AT passenger domain.
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strain (Fig. S3). Thus, we believe that plasticity of the β-barrel is necessary for its mem-

brane insertion and likely for passenger-domain secretion as well.

We also tested the plausibility of the BamA-assisted model for EspP. Although we did

not model a hybrid EspP-BamA β-barrel, we did examine secretion of the passenger do-

main through BamA alone. When the passenger domain was secreted through BamA

using the same method as for the hairpin model through EspP, the force required is much

lower (Fig. 6). However, in some of the simulations of secretion through BamA alone, the

lateral gate [73] of the BamA β-barrel also separated (data not shown). This suggests that

a larger β-barrel, such as a hybrid barrel formed between BamA’s and EspP’s β-barrels

during the latter’s insertion, would be more amenable to secretion than either β-barrel

alone [1, 25]. Indeed, recently, Doyle and Bernstein [52] proposed that BamA integrates

EspP into the membrane via an asymmetric ’swing’ mechanism, where the β-barrel is

folded in the periplasm with the assistance of BamA, and then ’swung’ into the membrane

where it closes to form a mature β-barrel. It is tempting to speculate that membrane in-

sertion of the β-barrel and passenger domain secretion are tightly coupled, with secretion

occurring through the immature β-barrel or its hybrid with BamA (Fig. 7). This modified

BamA-assisted model would satisfy both our findings, as well as previous experimental

findings on passenger domain secretion. However, it still leaves some uncertainty about

trimeric autotransporters, which would either need to be inserted sequentially by BamA

or form a proto-barrel in the periplasm prior to engagement with BamA. The latter could

occur via interactions with a “periplasmic funnel” through other BAM-complex proteins

leading to BamA [13]
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